It would be useful to be able to query additional information about journal entries over the REST API. At the moment I am trying to find the best way of retrieving the date on which a particular journal-entry was created. This could be done in one of two ways:

- Create a separate 'journals' read-only/GET-only REST method that allows you to query for specific journal ID's and returns info from the journals database-table. E.g:

  GET /journals/[id].xml

- Alternatively, the journals object returned in the issues.xml could be enriched to contain the additional information from that table, such as the created_on date.

Associated revisions
Revision 4512 - 2010-12-14 20:03 - Jean-Philippe Lang

Adds journal created_on attribute to issue API (#7111).

History
#1 - 2010-12-14 19:56 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Category set to REST API
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to Fixed

The created_on was clearly missing and was added in r4512. This seems to be the only attribute that was missing so I think we can close this ticket. Reopen if I am missing something.

#2 - 2010-12-14 19:56 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Target version set to 1.1.0